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Overview
Policy on Cost Transfer:
The university has a stewardship responsibility for all sponsored funds. Proper management of 
sponsored project expenditures is essential to meet this obligation. In accordance with Uniform 
Guidance, cost transfers must be supported by documentation that explain the correctness of the new 
charge onto the sponsored account and must be completed in a timely fashion. If it is determined that 
a transaction has been charged to a sponsored project in error, the PI or designee must prepare and 
sign a Journal Voucher and Cost Transfer Form and submit it to the NU-RES office for review.

Note: Although salaries are a form of cost transfer (processed via PDC), this session will focus on non-
personnel cost transfers processed via Journal Vouchers.

https://www.northeastern.edu/policies/pdfs/Policy_on_Costt_Transfer.pdf
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Journal Voucher
Journal vouchers are processed by Colleges/Departments to record financial transactions across 
index/fund numbers. JVs for sponsored projects (5-ledger) are routed to Research Finance team for 
review in K2.

JVs are used to:
• Process non-salary Cost Transfers
• Split an expense shared between two units
• Reclassify expenses to new account codes
• Purchase goods or services from an internal source

Debit vs. Credit Lines:
• A Debit – Left side of the JV entry: Increases an expense on the account code
• A Credit – Right side of the JV entry: Decreases an expense on the account code
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Cost Transfers
A cost transfer is the reassignment of an expense to a sponsored project (5-ledger). Cost transfers may 
be needed to correct a clerical error on an original charge or to correct the allocation assignment of an 
expense. Cost transfer requests are submitted in the Journal Voucher K2 Page.

Key Components:

• Should be made promptly using the Cost Transfer Form (within 90 days of original posting date)
• Must use expense account codes (starting with 7xxxx) to move actual costs
• Include supporting documentation and justification sufficient to stand the test of a formal audit
• Transfers that are beyond 90 days of the original transaction date require additional explanation

Frequent, late, and inadequately explained transfers – especially those involving projects with cost 
overruns or unexpended balances – raise concerns about the propriety of the transfers and call internal 
controls into question during audit.

https://northeastern.sharepoint.com/sites/finance/Controller_sOffice/SitePages/Journal%20Voucher.aspx
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Journal Voucher in K2
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Cost Transfer Form
In accordance with Uniform Guidance, it is necessary to explain and justify all cost transfers. NU-RES 
Finance reviews the justifications for completeness.

• For transfers made within 90 days, the PI or designee must answer questions 1 and 2.

• If over 90 days, all four questions must be answered.

• Exceptions to the Cost Transfer Form requirement include journal vouchers submitted to reclass 
expenditures on the same grant, deficit resolutions, cost allocations for tuition, and billing for core 
services.
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Cost Transfer Form
There are 4 questions on the form:

1. Why was this expense originally charged to the account from which it is now being transferred 

(in other words, explain the error or circumstances for originally charging the incorrect 

account)?

2. Why should this expense be transferred to the proposed sponsored research project account 

(in other words, provide an explanation as to how this expense benefits the project)?

3. Why is this cost transfer being requested more than 90 days after the original transaction?

4. How will you prevent this type of error from happening in the future?



Cost Transfer Form Example

Per Northeastern University travel policy, no travel may be charged to sponsored 
research accounts prior to a business trip – the trip was booked in advance and paid for 
using a discretionary index as a holding account.

PI Mickey Mouse traveled to Disney World for the EPCOT World Culture Technological 
Innovation Conference at Epcot Center to present a paper detailing his research on 
issues facing the displaced mouse diaspora. 

Travel was booked several months prior to the conference to qualify for early bird paper 
submission discount.  

Donald Duck

Grants Coordinator, Department of Anthropology

d.duck@northeastern.edu

01/25/2023

Discretionary index was not charged in error. Travel costs are being allocated to the 
correct grant following the PI’s return from the conference.

👍👍



Cost Transfer Form Example

This was charged to a discretionary index, but it belongs on this grant.

This is related to the project SOW.

Donald Duck

Grants Coordinator, Department of Anthropology

d.duck@northeastern.edu

Forgot to JV funds before 90 days.

Submit JVs before 90 days.

👎👎
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Cost Transfer – Explanations
Insufficient Sufficient

To transfer expense to grant. Per meeting with PI, Fisher lab supplies in the amount of $585 are in 
direct benefit to NIH grant fund 500XXX. Lab supplies allow the 
research team to identify variants...Expense is relevant to the grant SOW.

To correct an allocation error. To transfer 50% of the maintenance costs to the PI’s DHS project. The 
equipment is to be used equally between the two related projects. The 
administrator was not informed by the PI that the equipment was also 
going to be used for the DHS award…

Forgot to transfer expense. 

Transfers between similar projects.

Correcting charge to wrong fund. Research team placed printing order from a project which ended. This 
transfer moves $250 in printing costs to NSF grant 512XXX. Agendas 
and questionnaires were distributed to NSF grant participants during a 
training session hosted January 10th, 2023... 

Allocate costs that were budgeted.

Remove costs posted after the period of performance.

Unacceptable Why?

Charged to another grant to expedite order. 
These explanations highlight unallowable practices and lack of internal 
of controls at NU. Cost transfers are not an award management tool 
and should not be used to balance out projects. 

Transfer expenses to spend unused project balance.

To clear deficit caused by overruns.

👍👍👎👎

🚫🚫 🚩🚩
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Supporting Documents - Examples
Backup #1: Expense report showing original postings (source: ePrint, Cognos). Highlight the transactions 
being transferred. This confirms the “Original Transaction Date” & “Credit” side of the JV are accurate.

Backup #2: Copies of corresponding receipts or invoices. Provide a screenshot of myMarket order, upload the 
original Concur report with receipts, etc. For meals, be sure to remove alcohol or other unallowable costs.
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Compliance Review
When cost transfers are moving expenditures onto projects, it is critical that the transfer meet the rules 
of allowability. The following are considered during the review process:

1. Is the project/fund active? Are funds available?
2. Did the expense occur within the allowable period of performance?
3. Did the PI or delegate approve the request? (Is the CT form signed?)
4. Does the request clearly explain how the expense benefits the receiving project?
5. Are these costs allowable according to the award's terms and conditions?
6. Are the costs reasonable and do they meet the four key cost principles?

Other general requirements:

• Debit/credit amounts, index/fund numbers, and account codes are accurate.
• Backup documentation showing the original charges in Banner is included.
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Key Cost Principles

Allowable:

Must conform to any limitations or 
exclusions set forth in these 
Principles or in the research 
agreement as to types or amounts of 
cost items

Reasonable:

Must be reasonable. A prudent 
business person would have 
purchased this item and paid this 
price under the circumstances 
prevailing at the time decision was 
made.

Allocable:

Must be assigned to research 
projects in accordance with the 
relative benefits received and on 
some reasonable basis.

Consistent:

Must be accorded consistent 
treatment through application of 
those generally accepted accounting 
Principles appropriate to the 
circumstances. Like costs must be 
treated the same in like 
circumstances, as either direct or 
F&A costs.
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Areas of Scrutiny
Questionable transfers that will raise an audit flag:
• Missing or unsigned Cost Transfer form.
• Missing or incomplete backup.
• Transferring expenses from an overspent sponsored project.
• Transfers that appear to spend out a project.
• Transfer of an expense that was previously transferred.
• Transfer to a project after the project end date.

Auditor Inquiries (from FY22 UG):
• “Need original invoice or equivalent document showing PI/delegate approval.”
• “Is there any support you could provide to validate the split out of these expenses between grants?” 
• “This expense was recorded two months after the grant ended. In addition, it was transferred 5 

months after. Was this grant extended? Why was this expense transferred to this grant if the grant 
was already expired?”
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Areas of Scrutiny
Banner Reference
Auditors receive full listing of transactions for the Fiscal Year. The Banner reference field that is entered 
into JV will display as the new “Transaction Description” in all expense reports. 

• Avoid using justifications like “Error”, “Wrong Account”, etc. as this will alert auditors:

• Instead, be sure to enter the original transaction’s “Document Number” or “Description” as the 
reference: 
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Other JV Transactions

Expense Reclass Deficit Resolutions Tuition Allocation Lab Recharge Fees

• Reassigns expenses from 
one account code to 
another within the same 
Index/Fund number.

• Charges remain under the 
same project and simply 
move to a different cost 
category.

• Transfers a deficit by 
moving unallowable direct 
cost expenditures as a lump 
sum to an Operational/ 
Discretionary fund.

• Corresponding IDC credits
are auto calculated during 
nightly feeds.

• Tuition allocation JVs are 
submitted to charge tuition 
to a sponsored program

• JV is necessary since NU 
does not currently have a 
mechanism to charge 
tuition directly to a 
sponsored project.

• Used to charge internal 
laboratory/core fee services 
to sponsored projects

• JVs are required since NU 
cannot issue a check to 
another NU department.

 Index/Fund number is the 
same on both debit and 
credit sides. The expense is 
not being transferred off 
the grant.

 Debit: Operational or 
Discretionary Index

 Credit: 5xxxxx (research 
project in deficit)

 Account Code: 78070 –
Research Transfer Account

 Debit: Fund 5xxxxx 
(research project receiving 
tuition expenses)

 Credit: Operational/ 
Discretionary Fund (where 
charges originated)

 Debit: Fund 5xxxxx 
(research project receiving 
expense)

 Credit: Operational or 
Discretionary Fund 
(receives payment for 
providing services)

Not all journal vouchers meet the definition of a Cost Transfer. The following are transactions 
processed via JV, which are not considered Cost Transfers and do not require the explanation form. 
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Key Takeaways
• Cost Transfers are submitted by PI/College in K2 to reassign non-salary expenses from one project/fund to another.
• Cost Transfer Forms must be:

• Complete (all questions answered)
• Detailed (clearly explains why the original charge was miss-directed and why it is appropriate for the fund being debited)
• Signed by the PI or delegate

• Cost Transfer JVs should only include direct costs (applicable IDC will auto-calculate.)
• Not all JVs are considered Cost Transfers.
• Costs split between multiple funds should include an explanation as to how the % of allocation for each fund was determined.
• NU-RES Finance reviews Cost Transfers to ensure:

• Cost Transfer Forms are completed and signed.
• Expenses comply with all four cost principles and occurred within the period or performance.
• Debit and Credit funds are correctly assigned, funds are active, and balances are sufficient.
• Supporting documentation is adequate:

• Original receipts or invoices indicating the item(s) charged.
• Transaction-level report illustrating the expense charged on the account being credited.

• JV Banner Reference section indicates the Document number for the original charge.
• JV Detailed Explanation section clearly explains how the expense benefits the project being charged.
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Resources
• Policy on Cost Transfer

• Cost Transfer Form

• Journal Voucher K2 Page

• Journal Voucher User Guide

https://www.northeastern.edu/policies/pdfs/Policy_on_Costt_Transfer.pdf
https://research.northeastern.edu/app/uploads/sites/2/2021/08/Non-Personnel-CostTransferExplanationForm.pdf
https://northeastern.sharepoint.com/sites/finance/Controller_sOffice/SitePages/Journal%20Voucher.aspx
https://northeastern.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/finance/Controller_sOffice/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B5C5743CC-9141-471B-9BBA-F9E576B23046%7D&file=JV%20DocumentationV1.docx&action=default&mobileredirect=true


Questions?



Thank You!
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